There is a large one of these overlooking the Mississippi River
Many volcanoes resemble this three-dimensional shape
A tetrahedron has this many sides
Not quite round, like a slice of hard-boiled egg
Some teachers grade on a __ to keep grades fair
The DNA molecule is a double __
Place one of these in the sunlight and you will see rainbows
A one dimensional round shape
There are three types of angles: right, acute and __
A ball is considered a __
This flat shape has four equal sides and four equal angles
The shape of a baseball field
A flat shape with six sides is called a __
A stop sign is this shape
This shape has a three or four-sided base and triangular sides
A shape that has four equal sides
A __ moon
A can is an example of this type of shape
A torus is a shape that looks like a __
A five pointed star
A five sided shape - like a well-known building in Arlington, VA
A three sided shape
Anything thrown or launched into the air will follow this trajectory
This shape is like a square, but with two longer parallel sides
If two sides of a quadrilateral are parallel it is considered a __
The type of orbit the Earth takes around the sun
A cube is a three __ square
A globe can be divided into two equal __